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RhkOPbCTXOk

I,

"Crlterlology Is the aclenc-- of true nd cart: in know„ (i }
ledge ,
'
rdL Is s'inly Interested In the problem
to
whether man e n know things and have a true

they me in reality.

ledge ol the®

nd v 1 id know

It is concerood with

the 1 ct of truth and error in the philosophic and scientific
fields, it points out th t b sis in reality upon v.uich n r c n

build all his knowledge

nd In virtue of which he cm dieting

guish truth from error. ~7

dvery pro hl on of philosophy is

really t orobl- m of knowledge,

from error.

"e must distinguish trut

hie study of the criterion of truth will enable

us to stake this distinction.

In practical us-go the word cri

terion is the norm, or y-rdsflck by which we distinguish truth

from falsity.

In the theoretical field crlterlology has a

b sic v lue in th t. if we could not know truth with certitude

philosophy -nd science would be impossible, study would be use
less,

ni man’s desire for truth would be futile.

nd social fields

In the moral

Iso, crlterlology has s basic value.

If wt

could not know ti” th with certitude, then no duties and no ob

ligations, no 1 vs, no mor llty, - nd no hum institutions
could legitimately prevail,
technic-lly speaking

f

hence, although crlteriology Is

specul t.lvc science in Itself, neverthe

less it ho an all-important value in both theoretical -nd prac
tical fields.

(1} Glenns Crlterlology. Introduction, o. 2.
(2) Ibidem cf.
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Let it be

understood

at the outset th t we are not deal

ing formerly with the question of certitude, although by im
plication we meet the problem at ©vary turn, because it is

true that the norm of truth will also be the force or power
which will betermin' the mind to its assent; in other words

we arc concerned chiefly with rh? t the scholastics would call
the objective principle of certitude, i.e., that compelling

characteristic of r known object which will determine the mind

in its distinguishing truth from falsity.
In the following pages we shall in separate chapters
treat of:

1. The K >ture and Kinde of Truth.
.
III.

The lest of

Truth--tne main point in our paper.

dfcamlnstlon of Some raise Theories Regarding,
the Test of Truth.

In a word, we shall analyse the notion of truth, reach
definite conclusions concerning the test of truth,
out the errors regarding this letter its®.

;.nd point
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-lie Hature und Kinds of Truth
” Truth is the conformity of thought und thing . *». Thought

in this definition means

a

judgment which 1®

u

b sic thought8

process, being the pronouncement of the mind on the agreement
on disagreement of two ideas in the mind.

Judgment is also

the pronouncement upon the agreement of an ides with Ito ob
ject.'"

;

This judgment then is & pronouncement concerning

the relation of two things:

1. "Idea . nd ides..
2. Ide
"n idea la

end object.

the mind’s grasp of the essence of an object.

The mind penetrates to true very fundamental and necessary notes
or attributes of

n object rnd sees there its b sic reality.

:*?he idea cannot be called true unless it la brought into
comparison with its object and considered with reference to

the fidelity or luck of fidelity, with which it
that object.”'-'

represents

Truth involves ® Judgment of the mind.

”in

ideas truth is found imperfectly because the Ider, invites the
knowing subject to notice it in relation with its object.’*^'

In the next ir-rt of the definition "thought end thing,”

“the term thing means the object of knowledge,

’' or that

which is apart from the one who knows it; the reality distinct

from the knover and which is the known or becomes known.
*Tne tons thought is frequently used to designate the various
intellectual processes such us conception (through the ob
structive process) Judgment, and reasoning in general.
(3) Olenn’a Crl toriGlory. Chapter T, up. 33-96 «nd ci'.
(4) Ibidem
(5) Ibidem
(6) Ibidesj

(7) Ibidem

..ruth involves three thingsi

1. ’’The judging mind.
2. ihe judgment of the mind.
. Ihe objective thing judged
"Thors are three hinds of truth:

~■

ontological,

logical, and morel:
1. Ontological truth
things.

s the truth of

2. Logic 1 truth is the truth of thought
or knowledge.
3. Loral truth is the truth of speech,
or truth of expression of knowledgeCy)

The ontologic 1 truth of a being is necessarily so, be
cause ontologic 1 falsity is -n lapossibllty as we c n see.

from the following quote:
*Ko aettejjAwh'-1 the appearances of things m.-y be
to man, they have an intrinsic const!tut ion which is
always ontologieslly true, at least so far as the
alnd of God In concerned; for man they may, of course,
be the occasion of false judgment.
-Is® di-nonds”
arc “true paste”; ’’false teeth” arc ’true porcelain'’*;
”f sise Virtue” is "true vice”; ’’false gold” is "true
py rite”; ”fslae economy” io "true wests"; "false f«c£s”
are true s-.JKa”: their true n.-ture can be known by
Bsn end is known always by God. In nn absolute sense,
therefore, ontological falsity docs not apply to any
being; in a relative sense, namely with reference to
mar., ontologic 1 falsity may be s id to exist in a
limited :r. nn. r. Ontology, since it views all things
fro® a meta physic-1 standpoint, tre tr of things in
their intrinsic re-llty, without regard to the impres
sion they say produce upon a fal'lblc human aind;
considered met physically, all beings, of whatever
kind and n ture, arc nd aus^. be ontologically true
under nil circumstances
''
.......
•Ontological^ truth^ls the neceso&ry conformity of things
with the blvlne mini.

W

uP( 't

Things depend for existence

Glenn’s Sriterlologv. Ch. 1, pp. 93-9$.
(9) lenn s Trj teriolo/av . Ch. VIII, op. 9$-99
(10) dlttle’s pa^f Mn:-„ Ch. XIII, op. 175-17?

the

blvinc .®flnd,' nd P8

knows them they are.

for our under-

standing of this ontological truth we look from the objt-at
toward the mind; we sec whether the object squares with tha
judgment. 11;lv divine mind knows .,11 things In their en

tirety, tno created mind a?.y be mist ken or in error regard

ing, something

nd this is logic .1 error but there c n be no

ontological error because God is

-.11-know ing as well ns om

nipotent; he Is Intelligence Itself.
’Pris rlly ontological truth is the conformity

of the object of knowledge to the perfect knowledge
of God .

’’record r rily ontological t ruth is the conformity
of the object to created (human) knowledge.

“.Examples of ontological truth are:

"He is e

true friend'*;’’this is u triangle," : nd "he is
sincere.*'12

"Logical truth is the conformity of thought to the thing,
/**
of judgment to object. In discussing logical truth we take
our stand nt "thought” - nd look toward, “thing’'.

'hen I

learn a thing I conform to th t thing snd thereby have log
ic 1 truth which is truth of judgment, truth of thought.

“Lhls is gold", expresses ontological. truth when we regard

the object

squaring with accurate knowledge; it likewise

expresses logic ,1 truth when wa regard it .-o the judgment of

the human mind which it acquires from the gold whet it is,

■ nd makes Its thought meet

the

requirements of this object.”'^'

(11) Glenn’s'Cslteriolpgy, Ch. VIII, p,>. 9’S-99.
<12> Glenn, Ibidem cf.

(13/ Glenn, Iold es cf.
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or-1 truth is the name we apply to conformity of men’s

speech with his thought, since this pert- ins to the science
of ethics, v.e shall not consider it in this essay.

Once the mind re? lly grasps the nature of

thing it can

make Judgments about it r-rsd knowing things it can define

then, • nd hem we think Isr-edietely of the Arlstotell- n doc
trine of the predic bles.*
"The predic-bles

re the different modes or ways in

unlvere .1 can be predic ted of its subject."’'

which

There ere five such predie?bier end only five, no more, no

genus, species, difference, property, and accident.

least

genus is that, p rt of a unlvcrs-1 which expresses
that p- rt of the essence which the subject h: s in common
(15)
with oth r species in the same class.” '
n example will

help to bring this definition out more fully;

hen I say

tn .t "man is an sniaal," I express that part of the essence

of man which he has in rel- tion to brutes, because they are

both animals which h? v-i the "species,’’ animal under the wider

universal "animal."
”

species is e universal idea which expresses the

whole essence of its subject.'
"man is •

rational sniraal."

The example is th.-1

In that definition I tell man’s

nature or define -ran in his entirety.

"Rational animal" tells

me the exact "species’* of the "idea" raan which in turn CRn

be applied to one particular man or all men in gener 1 taken
"dually -ristotlo himself listed the predicables as;
Definition, genus, difference, property, and accident.
(14; Blttle’s Logic. Ch. HI, pp. 56-57 (definitions) and cf.
(15) little, Ibidem .nr cf-.
(16) little, Ibidem
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as a whole.

Likewise, when I say th-t brutes are

nlmals

end pints - re org-nixed bodies, I give their complete de

finition, because I express their essence in its fullness

or completeness.

”1 difference or specific difference is a universe 1
ide

which expresses p rt of the essence of ■■ subject which

distinguishes one species from mother under the s me genus."

(17)

The example is given which distinguishes man mk brute, in arm

it le his ration- 11 ty while in the brute it is

irrationality.

The species of nan Is rational animal which makes

up

the

?:c species of brute is snianlity which

whole essence man.

makes up We entire essence of brute.

"Property is ?. universal ides expressing th t which
flows necessarily from the eepence though not a part of the
essence itself.'*'

7

hm’s risibility, power of speech,.are

properties of sun beenuse they presup mae arm’s essence as

rations! animal.

There is -m axiom which helps us to under

stand property more completely.

applies to all, to them alone,

It is thst "the property

nd r-lwuye1 ‘

taking "property" in its strictest sense.

This is

There are some

philosophers who p.lvc • v id - r ne ring to property like
Porphry, who in his "lasgogc" gives four interpretations of
property •
1. "Th t which happens to one species
healing of . wound in men.
{17) 311tie* s Logic. Gh. Ill. '
{16/ dittle, Ibidem ?ws»c=®^.
(19) Bit tie , Ibidem,
—ef .

'(d'g'*d rilt'a

lone-

nd~'ef .

8

2. “ - • t which happens to - whole species though
not to tint one lone—man '■ biped.
"* . ”Ah t which h.’ opens to r species alone ©t s
certr.ir time—sen becomes gray In his old. age.
4. ” flint nfaich fas opens to one species alone
to every member of It. and always--man’s risability.

’* ccidcrt Is r universal Ide

.
2u^

which expresses something

of its subject which Is neither connected with its essence
its essence, but merely happens to be connected with

nor of

. (21}

the essence."’ '

*-r ex-mole of accident is th t of thinking,

writing, y Ikig, color of am, size, end goodness or b&dnese
in man.
fra t applies to s class r&
(oo \
a whole • nd to every individual in that class.”'
It will

11

universal idea is «n ide

be > true lde'-- if it really represents reality, which is to

any, if the conceiving mind is truly conformed to the object,

the question lss

Can we know when the mind is rightly con

formed to reality*;

e assert th t the test of truth is reality.

:o explain

the process whereby the intellect does grasp the essence of
the objset is really the talk of ration-1 psychology, but

let us briefly review this matter.
'bstr..ction is the term applied to the process whereby
the mind seizes upon the essence of &n object.

fhom e says:

a St.

“It Is from the p rtlcul- r determinations of

s.p-cc - nd time, and thus completely transcend the scope of

sense that the spiritual activity of the intellect is best

manifested.” ~ '
~ "forphry

Without abstract and univers-1 concepts

. 'XoshOhe.

9

knowledge would be lmpoEsible; consequently, we »uct h? ve r

power c? prble of forming ideas which are -above thu senses,

bee use the senses only give us » .a rticul'r reality with
Its inf arpret >tlon.

To establish the Intellectual concepts or ideas and
their difference from sense images re can only indicate the

marks by which they are distinguished, and then

each man’s internal experience.
essence or nature, in an

pppe.«l

to

The concept represents the

-ostr-cf co dition, while the iaage

represents only the concrete determinetione.

The concept

is universal, because it represents ev«ry object of that
cl'as included in the essential attributes, while the image

represents only one individual object of some particular

color, ah pc, size, -.nd the rest.

The concept since it

merely includea the essential attributes is something fixed,

immutable, necessary, eternal not
belnr, but negatively

s

s a positively existing

n intrinsic possi^Lity.

It is not

limited to a p rticul r time, and there never w?s an instant
t

when it was impossible.

The Image, on the other hand, is

unstable, fluctuating with respect to many of its component
parts, • nd contingent.

There is a re.-l distinction between

concept and image, z nd it will become clear to e- ch one who
ex mines his own consciousness or looks introspeclively info

himself.

The intellectual operation by which the essential

features in the \r rtlculer specimen ?re apprehended s-nd con

cerned vo-h as standing for "any individual” of the class is
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precisely wht constitutes the universal conception exactly

herein lien the abstraction and generalization productive of
the universal significance of the general notion,

fhe higher

f culty or Intellect seises the essential attributes forming

the common nature of the class, and our consciousness of this
common nature as separately realizable in each 3>e:nbor of the

class is the universal idea.

In other words, the universal

idea exists only in my mind which forms the universal by a

process, of .abstraction from the particular realities which
I come In contact with.

Take as an example, man, I know

many, distinct, Individual men who

re ell different from

each other, nevertheless, I h?ve a universal man in my own

intellect which is there bee

se of the process of abstrac

tion which, so to speck, puts every mnn 1 know into one idea
which is the unlvers

1

idea.

1 h ve

mar, in my intellect and this ide-

universal idea of

will fit every star in the

world whether I know him personally or not.
r fact.

fhis Is simply

Yet the problem as to how the mind performs thio

uncanny operation has vexed many

philosopher, but even

a eenaist like Husie sc” the fact, end accepted the conclusion

th-t even the ma,them tlcal sciences can afford only approxi-

mate truth.

Likewise, in chemistry and biology their pre

cision, validity,

.rd experiment .lily arc'lost If the real

ity of general conceptions be denied .

Therefore, to ret a

proper concept of this basic question is of

fund®mental

Importance to every man, no matter which field of work he
chooses 1 or his life’s ambition

11

The only acceptable theory Is t,h? t of moderate realism,
an

riutotell&n doctrine, clarified during the first period

of scholastic philosophy and perfected.

bstr ctior. is the

process whereby the intellect draws out the oasence from

objective reality and holds that essence in the intellect
for either iu.tedlc te or future reference.

The moderate realist maintains that ther

is in things

a potential universality outside of the mind, but is for
mally conferred on the mind

by

abstraction.

The other theories regarding this all-important matter

of universals are nominal is a, conceptualism, and exaggerated
realism.

Nominalism maintains that there are only maea

-hich ere attached to things, there is no universality of
concept or reality.

Conceptualism holds th- t there is e

universality in idea, there ic no universality of things.
Exaggerated realism holds th't the uni vers-1 exists out

side of the

iind which is independent of our minds.

These

three theories are all anti-realistic and cannot oe ac

cepted.

They deny objective reality,

hoder- te realism

ccepts the data of introspection th t ws do have univer

sal ideas, that we grow in knowledge^ that reality plsj s its

part by “being just what it is,” that the mind plays its

part

Iso through 3 process by which the univers 1 eh?rac

ier of similar realities is seen Intellectually and given
formal existence In the intellect.
Ide-: s are not fruits of the senses, neither are they
Innate contents of the Intellect, the senses perform their
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teak, the Intellect perforate Its task.

The object of the

senses Is the singular, concrete Individu 1 known in a sen
suous way through the iaage or phantasm, also called a. sen

sible species.

The object, of the Intellect, is the intel

ligible essence of a thing, which is known through the lde
or intelligible species.

In other words, the senses pre

sent the raw mterl-1 upon which the Intellect “works” snd

conceives the idea.

The stuient of philosophy will ias-

aedl'-tely rec ,11 here the ‘r’.stotelian-Thosistic doctrine

of the active and passive intellect.*
The active intellect is the ability of the Intellect

to conceive the intelligible essence through the light of

its own intellectual activity.

The p salve intellect is

the Intellect viewed in its capacity to receive the pro

duct of illumln. tion .--.nd express it; i.e., conceive it in

what we call tee idea.

e sight note th? t the

ctive in

tellect Is frequently referred to under its venerable Latin
title 1,-ht.ellec.tua

end the passive or possible intel

lect ee the In? ftlV.ctus, gatinns or Inteljeplus go tel aW a.
In English perhaps this latter is better called the pos
sible intellect rather than tee intellect as pr tiers, l.e.,

as merely being

cted upon,

at any rate the function of

tee intellect in conceiving the essence or, which is the
♦
s .-aa thing forming n ides is engaged in its astounding

"Thoslstic and scholastic philosophy does not accept
every thing rlstotle an. id regarding th ese IfoTlSiEFcS of the
intellect. Indeed, not every neo-acholr Stic sees any
necessity in holding to e, distinction between the active
end passive intellect. However, the theory does bring
out in bold relief two evident functions of intellect.
*wBrennsn t rarer tas Intellectus agens as agent Intellect.<24)
(24) «jnir-nmir,Qfrpalptift gfiy.gkaXagg.* teChilian Co., H.T., 1941, ’ 7

quest oi

exist In.?, reality.

-he

two following quotations

-. 111 help us In underst:-ndlng the process:
....The senses perceive their respective ob
jects as satori 1, concrete, individual things; and,
Indeed, it Is thus Wnt these objects exist in nature
The sense-findings are ret; in d end held “re-present”
In the inner sense celled imagination. Recall here
that, 1st. gin.- tion Is not the fancy of poet or story
teller; It Is sn Interlox- sense which, ss its first
and boslc function, faithfully records, represents,
.retains, and evokes the find.Inga of the exterior
senses.
The sense-find Inge, re-present in Irargl nation
with ’ill their concrete indlvldu- lity and material
circurast’; nc- , «re subjected to the action of the
1 ntell.eetua ggens and so are rendered intelligible or
understandable . This result is duo to the fact that
the Intel leotus a go ns. like "• great X-ray, illumines
the imaged sense-findings and strips away, or renders
invisible, their Individuating marks and material
condition®, and lays bore the understandable essence
as such.
This understand hie essence is called
£La. la&sXUsiSU ftgftgl.eq*
1 luetr t? .11 this:
.-Suppose you have nev- r seen or heard of the reality
called triangle. Kow you see several pictures of
triangle drown on • blckbosrd. Ko two of the pic
tures are alike In color or location or size; no
tv o are of the same typo of triangle (isosceles,
scalene; right triangle, cqull- tex-r 1, etc.}. Tour
sight lays hold of the pictures as sonslle objects;
you kno-; then sentiently.
-tie finding of sight Is
reflected, so to speak, inwardly to the imagination
end reproduced there; the picture© are present on
tha blackboard, and re-present in the Imagination.
Mow the Intelloctus arens turns its view --nd its
light upon the Images present in imagination, and
sees th t the pictures, despite the differences of
size, color, position and type, are all pictures of
am -JTl IRh iL'jai. KiRS. 2l into. '-o put the point
differently: the Intelloctus arena illusions the
concrete and individual pictures rr-prssent in
iaagination, and In its light concreteness nd in
dividuality fall swr.y, and the essence which each
picture represent© lias rev~ l-'d as this ore kind
of tiling. The essence trlnr.glo (tht which tr la nr la
Itself rr.eyns, regerdlsre of size, type, color,
position} Is now an abstracted essence, an under
standable essence, a£ Intel llrlblc specie© . This
species, is called an a. bo tree tod

essence because

the Intel 1pctun *-gens♦ In Ito oper- t Ion of illumining
or eon tempi ting the images In Is-gin tlon, neglects
to consider the non-essential points in which each
image differs from the others and focusses upon the
essential point In which 11 the images are the s'se:
,nd this open tlon Is called -be- r.-cling (or ebstrrctlan). The terra abstr," o’ Ion Is from the Latin ap
"aw y; from" end treho I drew." and mesne that the
Intellect draws twav the essence fro® the individual
35 rks and onteri 1 conditions in which that essence
Is, In n- ture, clothed and expressed, The intellect
(i.e., the irisIIactus .-'.gens) draws my or draws
out the essorce end renders it capable of being
gr sped by XiSfJX, or ;_n such, or Ia.Sacl.Xy.♦ In a
•a or. , the lnl£ll££lua sgena. by abstracting an es
sence from non-essentials, renders th- t essence
understandable or intelligible,—turns it Into rn
The intellect, therefore, by its power of ab
straction., renders sense-objects intelligible.
This
done, the same Intel! ectv.s agens which exercised the
operation of -.bstractlng, takes up, so to spesk, the
intelligible species or • bstrrcted essence rnd ispresaes thia upon the intellect as understanding
(l.c., the intellqctus possibills).
"he ?ostract©d
essence or intelligible species is now the impressed
species. The Intellectus posslbllls re cts to the
impression, laying hold of the impressed species
antosWfidteJy,* aaas-feas.toXy, tottingXy. ihi®
reectivj, possessive grasp of the Intellectus
po:..-slbilis is said to express the understood essence
and the intelligible species Is now the expressed
saecico. The expressed intelligible species is an
essence grasped, vn essence understood, an essence
intellect ally known: it is culled an idea or
conee,ut.
Ideas are the fundamental elements of
intellectual knowledge, of Judging, and of reasoning
“Yet, they do not represent man’s highest
accomplishments, because they ere still Immersed
in e material context. The most perfect form of
hum n life, of course, la the life of reason, where
in mind reflects u on Itself nd understands itself.
cts of this sort »re utterly impossible to the
senses. Towering above the huspn Intellect 1® the
angel’s porur of understanding, a power that,
unlike man’s, needs no phantasm or other extrinsic
help in order to be determined, but knows itself
entirely by itself. Still we have not reached the
peak of Imaa.nence, because the mental image wherein
the angel beholds Itself end nil reality la not the
angelic substance.
ere this so, its knowing would

(25) Herr’s Psychology. p-. 305-308

(25)
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be its very being.

®s com?', then, v-t last, to the

Creator in horn knowledge and Eubstance are one;
hose act of understanding is supreme and Identical

with His vary being; ho therefore has life in the
highest degree, because fils action is immanent in
the highest degree.rtv26)
How at the risk of over repetition let us view the

matter from both the set?Physical

nd psychologic 1 points

of view. ’’The object of the intellect is the true, while
the object of the v-111 Is the good, and since they are
different aspects of being; therefore, the true is the

good of the intellect'

her.lity under the

so ct

2X t£u&h is the gooi a£ Un? IrUellcsj..
The active intellect Illumines the Imagination which

was stimulated by the findings of the external senses.
The active Intellect presents the first findings of the
extern 1 senses to the passive intellect.

The p aolve

intellect recognises the essence presented to It, that

essence which *?s h ay end Indistinct for the active in
tellect now becomes full and exact by mean© of the pas
sive Intellect.

'Hie passive Intellect is the Interpret

er of the findings presented to it by the active Intellect

v.hlc?

In turn were given to the

external senses.

ctlvr- intellect by the

The passive Intellect is therefore the

min factor of our knowledge of objective reality.

Thom-s tells us;

’’This condition of the object Is neither

singular nor unlversl, but it c n become both.
It is singular if

'

pplic&ble to but one thing in reality;

(26} Brennan, Thom is tic Psychology. P.1O8~~

(27} Linehan, hie

3t.

a£

an istaiihiaoaa.

Introduction, p.ll.
(28) Linehan, Ibidem, Chapter 11, pp.~7-4Q and cf .
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it is universal if th, t essence c n be applied to sever 1
things in re- 11 tv which is common to them all.

words essence and reality.

Note the

bstr ction is, after all de

tails and definitions have been considered, simply the

Blind’s way of acting in presenting reality to the knower.
To apply all this to the problem of the criterion of

truth:

e have not departed one wit from reality by im

plication; we have asserted that the problem of a criterion
is none othei’ th^n the problem of grasping reality cognitlonally.

We shall see that the evidence given by reality

Itself testifies to th-t very reality.

/»*
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CH/.PTiR II
Afefit gX-lmlh

The word criterion h-d Its beginning in the e*. rly
Grneci- it d-ys; ti.e ISP® fc word

tk&HpCTti

which for then

was • standard, or a definite thing upon which they could
always depend for their Interpretation of reality.

The

WW£=$>w- ■'■reck word/f^Thfc*

criterion.

«t the criterion became

or the

It.I wram. the norm or mo-ns of Judging truth J '•-•'^

we define the criterion as •

hence

standard by which we distin

guish truth fro a error.^aO)
There srv six different finds o; criteria, Internal

and external, subjective ur,d objective, proximate and ul

timate.

The internal criterion or an intrinsic criterion

is » standard residing in, Indeed, rooted in the very ob
ject tin t is judged.

An external criterion is something

extrinsic, e.g., an effect, or

side the thing Judged.

powers of intellect

n authority, that is out

Subjective criterlf- are ray knowing

nd senses.

Objective criteri

are

the Internal .and external reflections of reality which pre
outside the knowing mind.

Proximate criteria which are

only secondary depend on further criteria for their own
vrlidity'The ultimate criterion is the criterion

which is, as it were, the court of lest appeal.

It will

(29} T‘ . llenn‘s -l±t^riol2Zh, Gh. Hi, pp. 125-126
(JC1 1 arcler’s - nu I of bchol- stlc Philosophy,?ol.11,
u .510 (gios so ry /

(’1) Cf. Glenn, Ibidem.
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d®;>entl

on nothing oth- r than itself .

The

present paper

Is concerned with this ultimate criterion of truth, -nd

we Shell 3xlntnln that truth is re..llty itself, fidoista,
pragaa fists tradition,- lists, etc., to the contrary not

withstanding.
hen se say that the ultin to criterion of truth is

reality Itself, we me .n that it is objective evidence

end intrinsic evidence; i.e., it will be found in the

very being of those realities existing outside the knowing
Kind in the extern .1, visible world, independently of my

self or of nr; thinking nnd will always remain so, whether

or not 1 know anything about it.

For axemple, say th- t

there is a. cow out in » nice, green meadow contentedly

grazing, ~nd I happen to be riding by in e err and see
ft t cow, which is the first cor I have ever seen, for me
my knowledge of animals is increased; but whether I know

that cow is grazing or not, I still will get ay morning*.
milk, and the cow will keep on eating,

but nevertheless

the test of the truth of my Judgment '-.bout the cow (logi

cal truth) m st be intrinsic to the cor.

In other words,

the criterion of truth is reality and reality Itself en

joys

- nature and an existence quite independently of me

or ay thinking--iulte ir.dependently of • ry. creature’s ex

istence or mental activity,
is not
a ra nr;

*.e aunt note .th->t ’’criterion"

magic word of some kind or other. Neither la it
-.paly to a merely subjective state.

■* e shall see later th t the Divine essence is the basis
of all truth as it is t'aa basic of all being.
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Scaring in mind what the ultimate criterion is not and

what cannot be expected of it, we should now give the neces
sary attributes of this criterion:

Sos©thing applies bin to

all truth, it aust be objective; it must be right in the

element judged J-32)

It Is objective truth itself as mani

fest through attention, reflection, reasoning, experiment,

observation, analysis, and synthesis.

.Evidence, whether

immediately or mediately attained, is the light .and splen
dor of truth manifesting Itself to the mind.

■^’hat i. this tost*
If it is to be -n ultlsr te
one, it must. not. rest on, or derive its force from
some other test; since, If it did, this other test
would be ultimate or final. Moreover, it must be
universal. applying to every judgment whose truth
requires testing. Th- t this Is so may jo seen by
supposing that there were some judgments which
could be tested and to the testing of which the ul
timate criterion was not applicable. If, then,
those are to be verified st all, it sill be itagSw by
some test other than the ultimate criterion. Now
this test cannot be something which Is prior to
the ultimate criterion, from which the latter de
rives its force; since to suggest this is equivalent
to suggesting th t the ultls to criterion is not
ultimate. Nor c n it be a test whose affio?-ciousness in causing th. removal of doubt 1b independent
of the power of the ultimate criterion to do so.
If this were so, we should have to say that the one
off ectr-^m oval of doubt--w.es due to two entirely
unconnected causes.
Inis is plainly impossible,
lor if one of those causes had the power to remove
doubt, the other could not have this power, if they
are in no way connected. ho it Is clear that the
hypothesis that the ultimate criterion is not also
universal is an impossible one.*'’ J

Basically, It is utterly true that the human mind

would have no concept of error if there were not an ul
timate criterion of truth.*

T52; If. l^sch&bs, hanus.l of leo^h^oXaslic. Philosophy
Chapter XVII, p. 248
yd 7?
(53) Phillips’, xg&ani ibaaXsU.fi
;m,p. 127
#Xt io to be kept. In mind, however, thst the first cause, had,
is the ultla.-tc basis of H possibility and of all actual being
Puit expression .ultimate criterion is ultimate in the sense
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Our understanding of the ultlm te criterion of truth

involves two fundamental self-evident principles:

The Principle of Cart rail ction—it is im

possible for a thing to be and not to be Ft the
s: me time and in the same respect.

the principle of Identity—being is being,
-r.d non-being is non-being; whatever Is, is whet

it is.
rapped up in the principle of identity is the principle

of causality--everything must have a: sufficient reason

for its existence and finite being must have a suffi
cient cause for its existence.

This principle of causal

ity '--ill stand or fall with the principle of identity.
The meaning which the scholastics give to the word

’’criterion” is th t by which we are ultimately assure;
of the truth of any proposition.

The only test of this

ultimte criterion is that it must be objective evidence,
• V
which is an undeniable cheracter of any being and cont

eequer.tiy forms the very basis of the above principles
Hiich flow, so-to-snsrk from being.

To deny one or more

of these principles is to deny reality, because in reality
these principles do exist, and if re deny these principles
then we deny that man can know.

These principles are con

comitantly evident and true, and remain We criterion of
truth .and the motive of certitudert.

motive of

certitude means whatever moves, determines, or inclines

the intellect to assent firmly to r Judgment, as true.”^^)

(5a / ~Cf 7~rhll 11 pev,
Volo II

- hfli',P .125-3*: ,

(35) Coffey*r, ..hlotoaolORV. Vol. II, CL. 23, p. 255
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• t. Ihomns aye, “There is never falsity In the In
tellect. if resolution into the first principles he rightly

curried out,w1 ’«! hoc use St. Thomas’ view of knowledge

agrees with the

hove st.-. teaent/

”St. Thomas never ape ks of objective evidence as the

criterion of truth, but only

s the motive of certitude;

he explains, nevertheless, very cle rly wh.'-t the ultim te
criterion is."'^®^

’ccording to St. Thomas our primary intellectual cog

nition is that of being,{’9^ and in knowing it we know its

Identity with itself and toe impossibility of its being
contradictory.

'e know this immediately; these principles

are prim: rily self-evident and undeniable, so that the
question of testing their truth does not arise.^4-0)

In

a series of events we e n trace out their causes one-by-

o e until we co i© to the ultimate c use which is found

either in the principle of contradiction or identity,
which in turn are the principles given to us by God, who
is ultimately the cause of all events.

ciple is impossible.

Therefore, St.

‘n uncaused prin

horn-a called the

ultimate criterion of truth ‘'analysis”, or 'nr lytic
resolution’* into the primary principles which express the

notion oi being.^41 '
Such £. process of going back to the first principles

holds both for our judgments concerning ideas and sense
(J 'in i ii a . i , ho..ve pi t.,t<i.jaJ5)
(57/
i ., I, 17, 5, ad 1; iuodlib^. VIII,
KK, -ns. 4.
(58) 9.
ill, dent., )lst., Xhlll,
II, ns. 2-7.
(59i jSSTfilw-, Je Veri t- te, 1, 1.
(4O.-**at ekfcfc&Xoa, fpoTj. _nml_., Lib., I, Lect. VII, Sect. £
(41) Cf. Phillips, ^ooern giomistjc ;Mlx. P-128-9

knowledge, which is th- t of oeing.
the very foundation of

In such a manner we use

11 knowledge for proving the ul

timate criterion of truth which is that of the principles
of contradiction snd identity.

(42)

From the preceding pages it is clearly seen that
the ultimate criterion of truth is and must be an objec

tive one, which is independent of my thinking

bout it.

It can only be based in the vory reality Itself.

If not

intrinsic, then it would require an indefinite search back

and back which psrrllels the absurdity of an infinite num
ber of causes as movers; and the ultimate criterion of
truth is and must be one that will compel assent, although
the question of certitude is excluded from the present paper.

The criterion is and must be a definite constant thing, other

wise we would never know whether we possess truth or not.
Summarizing the whole problem from the point-of-view

of the validity of knowledge, it is obvious th-'t if we are to
make accurate Judgments about a reality we must know wh-t the

reality is,.and only reality can evidence itself.
t

Summarizing the whole problem from the ontological polntof-vlew we are led to the Ultimate Criterion of all being and

of all truth—God:

The criterion of truth is the objective or

ontological truth of being which is defined ns the agreement
of a being with the intellect.

Ontological truth resides in

the objects, or things outside the mind ns they exist in reality

things remain true in themselves irrespective of whether I know
(42) Cf. Phillips, modern Thomlstlc Phil.. pp.128-9
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that thing or not.

For that object to be true for me my

mind must grasp that concept as it exists actually out there

in reality.
morali
a thing.

There are two other types of truth, logical end

Logical truth is the agreement of the intellect with

Loral truth is the agreement of speech with thought.

My interest is, however, in the objective or ontological truth
because that truth is more basic than the other two.
The ultimate foundation of ontological truth of things

in this world is not found in the human mind, from the fact
th- t truth varies from mind to mind in each man concerning
the true nature of things regarding sev ral things man has only

a slight knowledge, and of other things man has no knov/ledge
at all.

The ultimate foundation of truth is, therefore, found

in God, who in creating things of the world as well as man
created them to conform to the exemplars or type-ideas which

He had of them before He gave them existence.

Therefore, in

God is found the objective or ontological truth of their

being.

God is Truth, absolute, eternal, infinite ontological

truth.

Creatures have relative, temporal, finite ontological

truth bee use they are created to conform to the Divine Mind.

Ontological truth, therefore, is an essential attribute of
all being, divine and human, actual and possible, necessary

and contingent.
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CtUPTEH III
bxemlnatlon of

i sise...Theories

bS£Y.ra te-W.fi l?st_.2f .truth

It shall be our task in this the final chapter of our
essay to examine those systems which would ofler some other

criterion as the ultimate test of truth.

These systems

si -y ba divided In general into two cl Bees, viz., those

of ■> subjectivistic nature,

uch

a t e theory ol' instinct

-nd those which a re for the most part objective ; idelsm
and Traditionalism.

sion,

e need not follow this twofold divi

nd, Indeed, we shall refrain from answering the

thorough going sceptic, the cgnostic and the subjectivist

bee use this would bring us str ight w'y into the proolem

of certitude, which problem we h-ve not included within
the scope of this p per.

a may, howeve' , profitably ex

amine some of the theories of those who, while they hold

to c rtltude, find the ground for that certitude In some
thing other th n evidence.
. e first ;jr n in point of ti- e to propose

rated

modern criterion of truth’* was Thom- o held, but it seesis

better to first consider the hybrid theory of ?elicit©

hobert de b? aennals (1782-1854).

e s.?y hie system, it

were better to sy his systems, since hie views ch: ng cd
after ha defected fro ; the Church, ? ccordlng to De

L memals, during the first period of his thought.
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Human reason is too weak to get ? long of itself; hence,

God gave truths to first a&n.

These truths have been h; nd-

cd do'« n to us .
ialth in God ns the Revesler is ' pre-requisite for
the attainment of truth.

He opposes the rationalism of the

Revolution, the results of which he keenly felt ,
dently defended supernatural religion.

nd he ar

During this period

of his thought and ■ ttitudcs he argued th-t the Pope should
be or is the custodian of truth.

fter his break with

the Church he assigned this position to Kum-nlty.

Later on he went so far as to demand that mysteries
such as the Trinity be submitted to the specul: tions of

reason and pantheistic doctrines end held to fee unity of
substance.
c see that authority is the criterion of truth whether

re regard his system as rideism or Traditionalism; when De
Lessenr-is made ' rife the basis of philosophy, he rrs r.

Tide 1st offering no proof for the existence of God or Revele

tion; when he viewed the authority of human tradition ns
the measure of truth he was & Traditionalist (after ell,

ideism Is

a

type

of

Traditionalism).

or De Lamenmls as e result of the handing down by
word of mouth of thci tradition, the ultimate criterion of

truth is the agreement of all men, nothing Is true unless
every man can see, know, and understand the proposed truth.

This is an impossibility and results In v vicious circle,
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furthermore if we will but introspect, we can see the fu
tility of his argument/2*^
Is not ultimate.

It is inadequate bee-use it

s for divine faith:

”e must know that

God exists, tri' t he has revealed, and that our mind can

know of His existence and of His revelation.
species of Traditionalism was also the theory pro
posed by be Ben.-.Id (175^-lC40), which maintains that
certitude rests on an act of falth.^^H

11

Man by his rea

son alone cannot come to the knowledge of the existence of
God; in fact he bases his theory on the incapability of
the human Intellect to know anything with a definite cer

titude.

All man’s actions depend finally on an act of

faith; language, reason, and man’s intellectual powers

come from that act of faith, the content of which was

handed down by man to man from our first parents.

'nd

note th t speech is regarded as s recess- ry medium for
intellectual activity r nd moral life.
of this theory:

The short-comings

It will result In scepticism since it

denies the proper use of human reason,

.Is argument from

language is Inconsistent because of the multitude of lan
guages that are used today, and f .rthermore God would

have to be acting all the time so tht man could know.
The very basis of his theory is utterly impotent to mani

fest anything.

Again, hov

prove the existence of God?

How choa that God has revealed?

How show that the mind

can knov the truths revealed?

v 4ft; Cf'. B-j rr©n ’ s, Hplstemology . Ch. XVI, p. 187
(AA) Herder’s, manual of liodem Scholastic Ttllosophy.
Vol l, Ch. Ill, p.
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The Instinct, or "common sense** theory, as It is often
called started with

Thomas Reid (17101793).

He said that

the only basis of our certitude w s in nature, also that
this force or compulsion by nature was due to a blind in

stinct inherent in every man which forces man to accept

things as true J

The only accept’ble point which Mr.

Reid .accomplished wss his stress on self-consciousness or

introspection. (4J)

his theory is false because it is anti-

intellectual; goes counter to reason and experience, per
verts the notion of truth; it is subjective, therefore il

logical; the intellect Is not s blind faculty, and we still

must account for the ’‘instinct.”
Pragmatism is the theory advanced by -illiam James

(1842-1910) which holds that which works Is true and that

which does not work is false.

The usefulness of a thing

determines whether or not it shell be true or not; if it.

can be used fine; if it cannot, then throw it out and find
something that will work.

Truth in this case becomes rela

tive, and changes with each man.

for the following reasons;

This theory’ is false

4very truth does not depend on

utility; the theory is not an ultimate theory,

troys the

ind it des

biding character of reality, making it possible

for a judgment to be true and false at the same time.
(tel Gf. Olenr/s, grAlsHlaXQO, Ch. Ill, p. 132

(4fc) Cf. Turner’s, ti ‘ s to nr of. Phi,l„o sophv. Gh. LXVII, p. 593
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Td- COhCLuSIOli
’•e begun

our treatment of the problem of the criteri

on of truth by reviewing the Importance of true and certain

knowledge and the need of some tangible and unchanging

yardstick by which truth could toe recognized.

e Indicat

ed in preliminary fashion that this yardstick could only

toe the evidence of reality itself.

e than analyzed the

notion of truth and saw the lntlm ate connection between

logic-'-1 truth and ontological truth.
ter

v,e

In our second chap

discussed the ultimate ground of all truth, i.e.,

the objective evidence of known reality.
a limited our investigation to the objective ph se

of this ultimate ground , thus excluding a formal treat

ment of subjective certitude.

In the final section of our

essay v?e criticized certain v riant theories.

To bring

our work to a close we submit the following succinct

quotation:

e have assert d that objective evidence is the
^ultimate^r criterion of truth.
e believe that re
ality presented to the mind is the ultimate court
of appeal in the decision between the true and the
false. Jut this does not me n that cogent evidence
is the only kind of evidence and that assent is to
be confined to Judgments for which we have such
evidence, istost of our judgments are not irresist
ible. fur motives for adhering to them are not co
gent although they av.y be sufficient.
e recognize
the existence and value of a number of secondary
criteria. In pr ctlcrl life we cannot document
every statement, analyze every theory^ or inquire
into the evidence of every fact, nor do we try to
do so.
e '-dmit, for example^ thn t the pragmatic
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criterion is useful, that it establishes a presump
tion in favor of the truth oi a judgment. But we
maintain that secondary criteria**, ^ghlle helpful,
are but secondary, and that theyjfglve us probability.
The supreme, ultimate criterion must ever be evidence;
it alone can give us certitude, "e may appeal to as
many secondary criteria as we like but in the end
we rau3t come beck to evidence as the only criterion-*
that can safeguard us against error.*'^

(4^) Barron’s, Splstemology. Ch. XVI, pp. 193-194

J*
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